Is Heaven a Planet?  
False Prophets and Teachers Simply Do Not Know  
by Jim Robinson, Investigator

Since I terminated The Soulwinner Newsletter and left off that site to work for Mr. Guccione, I have learned a great deal about human history. I can’t say that Jim and I always agree, but he calls it “comparative religions.” I tried to explain to him that being born again is not about Catholic religion, it is a matter of asking Christ to save you from Hell.

Regardless, Jim has opened my thinking to many new philosophies, some of which may be legends and some of which sound reasonable and can neither be proven nor disproven by the Bible. I’d like to give you one: the matter of Heaven.

The Bible never gives a definite description about a physical about Heaven other that in Revelation 21-22, (and some other places) which refer to the Kingdom of God on earth, very often interchangeable with the Kingdom of Heaven where you go after you die. But Jim explains Heaven as a planet in another solar system, the two, Heaven and Earth being the only advanced life forms existing in the entire universe, contrary to George Lucas’ lie of a Star Wars. Secular Humanists have a stubborn rebellion against this, but that is typical of them to deny anything that is related to God and Jesus Christ.

Heaven has a dust much like the Earth, but its chemical compound is different; therefore, the angels, which were formed of the dust of Heaven are different than we are. They may be altogether the same except they do not have a functioning vessel (they do not reproduce) and they can become invisible. It may very well be that since their bodies, similar to ours are mostly water that the body evaporates into a mist them comes back together in solid form. Jim is not sure.

When the angels were formed the began as one number all created at the same time, unlike man who was formed as Adam and Eve and expected to multiply and replenish the earth (Genesis 1:27-28). Certain angels, the archangels were given special knowledge, as I’ve said before. Apollyon was given the knowledge of engineering, and Lucifer, the greatest of archangels was given all knowledge about nature and the body. But Lucifer was lifted up with pride and wanted to be like God. He then rebelled against God and used his knowledge to convince the other 1/3 of the angels to rebel also, including Apollyon. God had then raised up Gabriel who remained faithful to God to be an angel of engineering. But, together, Lucifer and Apollyon build Hades, a city just like Manhattan in Heaven to lure in the other angels with the temptation of the woman in drawings which Lucifer knew about that God had promised the angels if they prove themselves. God my have understood the concept of rebellion, but he did not understand rape and murder. He had to learn that from the rebellious Lucifer. Lucifer taught the angels how to rape the idol of the woman to get back at God and use rape as a bounty to convince God to give them their way. God then raised up Michael the Archangel of War to destroy the bodies of the 1/3 angels, but God had designed their souls to live forever.

God never thought they would rebel. God is too good to understand that– He had to learn things from his creation. Although Lucifer in Heaven never murdered another angel, God learned murder from Cain on the earth.

When the bodies of the angels were destroyed, their souls fell from Heaven, and passed through outer space from the Planet of Heaven to the Planet of Earth and remained as spirits in the air until they found man to possess. Any man could take a fallen angel spirit which later became the soul of the angel, and one angel could manifest himself in many other men.

The secular humanist denies any trace of angels because they rely on science. But science gave them a spaceship that blew up and nuclear bombs to destroy the whole earth, and aborted babies.
Sigmund Freud, Sexual Pervert Tools for the Aristocrat’s Sex Slave  
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

When I went to college as a young man at the SUNY College at New Paltz, I took a few Psychology courses. One of the prominent people I studied was Sigmund Frued (upper right, center face). He was known for his psychoanalysis based on the id, ego, and superego. He said that the id was the child, the ego was the mediator and the superego was the rational one. The ego then mediated between the two so that the rational or the id could prevail in the person’s behavior. The only problem with this, when I studied it further, is that the id was considered our sex drive. Frued based everything he said on sex. Little did the world know that that sex was the fallen angel by the name of Sex.

What Frued actually did was equip the upper classes with a tool to overcome the minds of the poor who could only survive by going to a 9-5 job everyday. They did not have time for frivolous philosophies let alone be privy to a mind control based on Sex.

Today, the upper classes have succeeded at infiltrating our people with porn on the internet, sexually promiscuous common media, strip joints and porn hubs. Internet porn is easily accessible by anyone who simply keys in a porn jargon to google.

Google’s Cyber/Penal Code Crime Accessory to Murder on the Internet

by Cal Fedrari, Editor

Guccione legend has it that the internet would be the Beast of Revelation it the Last Days. It has proven to take that quality. Many parents are distraught as to what to do for their children’s safety with search engines pulling up abominations at the very whim of a keypad. Some of the worst atrocities among the human race can be found here. It presents a whole New Age culture to the children, adolescents and young adults who are just forming their minds for a lifetime of work and family.

It seems the legal society can not do anything about the free porn (some of it in the form of murder) and other vices on the internet, not to mention social media which can have a negative effect on its client. There are no laws that govern it. Neither state nor federal. Whereas at one time porn magazines were confined to an x-rating and only sold in condemned stores in the city (or even small popular shops like Stewarts), free porn on the internet is anarchy. The porn goes beyond nudity and involves criminal behavior as recorded on video. How come law enforcement can not stop it?

Google could not be reached for contact by The Guccie Times. We believe this is done deliberately as a smack in the face because google is conducting illegal activity. All Mr. Guccione said was, “Google’s CEO may be questioned. He has some explaining to do. He may wind up in the same hole as Easterbrook.” But The Guccie Times poses the question: does Google even have a CEO?

“Google’s Cyber/Penal Code Crime Accessory to Murder on the Internet” by Cal Fedrari, Editor

Guccione legend has it that the internet would be the Beast of Revelation it the Last Days. It has proven to take that quality. Many parents are distraught as to what to do for their children’s safety with search engines pulling up abominations at the very whim of a keypad. Some of the worst atrocities among the human race can be found here. It presents a whole New Age culture to the children, adolescents and young adults who are just forming their minds for a lifetime of work and family.

It seems the legal society can not do anything about the free porn (some of it in the form of murder) and other vices on the internet, not to mention social media which can have a negative effect on its client. There are no laws that govern it. Neither state nor federal. Whereas at one time porn magazines were confined to an x-rating and only sold in condemned stores in the city (or even small popular shops like Stewarts), free porn on the internet is anarchy. The porn goes beyond nudity and involves criminal behavior as recorded on video. How come law enforcement can not stop it?

Google could not be reached for contact by The Guccie Times. We believe this is done deliberately as a smack in the face because google is conducting illegal activity. All Mr. Guccione said was, “Google’s CEO may be questioned. He has some explaining to do. He may wind up in the same hole as Easterbrook.” But The Guccie Times poses the question: does Google even have a CEO?
Planned Parenthood
The Freemason’s Genocide

In today's wicked world, there are many organizations against the abortion genocide in America, including people who are unsaved and people who even hate God. They have enough sense to know that it is wrong. But despite their protest, abortion is still legal and it is a thriving industry among the medical upper class as a way of sacrificing the poor to Satan and establishing a slave kingdom.

The Freemasons are historically known for being secret agents of Satan, probably indirect disciples of Anton LaVey. They cover up their worship of Satan with a “white righteous” Pharisee, unlike the death metal head and black witch who blatantly display the garb of Satanism such as black color and skullheads. How does it work?

Allegedly, the bodies sacrificed (see Guccie Times Issue 19, p.2) while Black Sabbath Muse plays in the background for the witch, are used in forms of cannibalism. It is alleged that the judge, cop, lawyer and politician get her blood in their wine when they go to certain pubs. It is alleged the priests who openly sacrifice in a ritual much like the snuff films available to anyone for free on the internet, actually eat the body there. Whatever the case, it is a form of human sacrifice to appease Satan who coms in the form of the fallen angel Baal.

Abortion is a ritual sacrifice of a human body to Satan via the fallen angel Baal. It is practiced between all the social classes in the form of Freemason for the wealthy leadership of America and in LaVey’s boeys among the middle class, always against the poor and working classes.

Abortion is a evidence that our government supports the sacrifice of human life to Satan, and they have convinced the innocent girl that everything is ok with an abortion. You want to blame the girl for murder, but you fail to see her circumstances.

It is typical for Pharisees not to see the innocence of the girl. They buy their homes in the suburbs and take middle class jobs in the city then run around criticizing the poor and working class, rearing them up in the court system with no sympathy for their slavery. The Pharisee, then, guilty for crimes as “the man at the top,” enjoys his pleasures and convinces all his peers of the Laodecian age that it is the fault of “white trash” and “niggers.” On the flip side of that coin, the ghetto sometimes creates its own misery.
When Are You Going to Grow Up?
Robinson Wasting Fiat on Utz Fire
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

“You really can’t eat the whole bag. They are too hot.” This was Robinson’s quote when we asked him why he is found patronizing Hodgie corner stores for Utz Fire chips.

At a time when Robinson’s finances are in disarray due to an identity thief who took all his job savings, only to have it provisionally restored by SEFCU, he doesn’t have money for this. Robinsons says, “Jim doesn’t pay me. I have to cover all of my own business expenses with my own retirement savings. But I have faith in him that he will use his publicity to get me purchases from the Fine Art America site and other commissioned work. I also have faith that Bren will eventually let me take my sales trip to NYC, and furthermore that Willie will give me the mural job if he feels safe that Jim is not starting a Racket there.”

Paul Gambino and His Kind are No Good
A Current Foot In Capital District, Mulberry Street
by Dom LoPorto, Staff Journalist

What you see on the top right is the historical mug of the Public Mafia Gambino that makes the rabbit trail for he 7-foot Roman-Tic Gambino. Paul Gambino, the 7-footer allegedly responsible for stealing Mrs. Guccione 46 years ago and now seeking refuge in Jim Robinson, is going to make his way to the Capital District and Mulberry Street. This the stomping grounds for Robinson’s art market. You will also see the 6-footer as is apparent in the Mob Racket currently rising up in Troy, NY over Robinson’s identity theft case.

The Gambino always comes before the Guccione. But Mulberry Street is ready for them. They want to know who they are. There is really nowhere they can go where they will not stand out like a sore thumb. And, ultimately, Jim Guccione wants his surveillance footage of them.

Pula Gambino became very comfortable in his armchair from 46 years ago, but recently the copy has awaken him. Paul has even considered opening more Hudson Dusters in the upstate region as well as new strip joints just to demonstrate his power over city officials who really do not want that trash in the Capital District. But don’t worry, we know how to handle strip joints and cop sons’ bars. This is not he big city; this is uspstate cop.

After the liberation of Paul’s sex industry in Guccie Times Issue 14, Jim Guccione has long considered a new business in the restaurant industry, or perhaps a new building on 82nd street in Manhattan. Is he just trying to impress the girls?

Rest assured these things do not phase Robinson. Cal, Jim2 and I are always on him with our sights, paviing his soul winner dog-runs both in the Capital District and in NYC. He actually feels very safe. And he’s no longer worried about Susan. There really isn’t any legal person in Troy who has the courage to persecute her now.